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About This Game

Laraan is experienced best when using a controller. A Windows or Xbox game pad is
ideal.

Laraan is a Science-Fiction game about exploration in a desolate world. Created with a minimalist low poly style. Accompanied
by a splendid movie soundtrack.

You’re about to enter an old world of computer entertainment. Laraan bridges the gap between Cinema and Action/Adventure
games with a completely old style of fluid, cinematic storytelling. Laraan is experienced best when using a controller, a

Windows or Xbox game pad is ideal.

Using a completely old graphic system of cinematic zooms, pans, close-ups, and cuts, Laraan gets you involved in a breathtaking
story of inter-dimensional travel.

You’ll duck as lasers saber, boulder crash, and monsters roar. The complete musical score and realistic, digitized sound effects
will make you feel like you’re on a movie sound stage.
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Adds literally nothing new. I adore this game so much!. This game is great. I originally began playing Luxor so I could sit down
and play a game that I could quit at any time. Something to kinda wind down after an intense CS:GO or TF2 match. No
competitive mode, no story, just mindless, casual fun. Well, that's not what this is. But that's not what I want this to be. Luxor
Evolved is just what it calls itself. It's Luxor, but evolved. It's evolved from a casual, low-intensity game, to a full-on high-
intensity space shooter. And I like it. Luxor Evolved is a gem, and I can't wait to play more of it.. It's a nice solo-RTS game with
a great work on each scenario of the campaign. Once you setup your economy (growing fruits, feeding animals and selling
them), there are various ways to achieve every objective, by using your special powers or sending a formation of soldiers.

Every aspect of the game stays simple. Don't expect a huge technology tree, just a few options. The same goes for creatures and
units. But everything works together and provide a good experience.
On the other hand, the special powers got quite a lot of work, so you will be able to put monsters in a cage waiting to be killed,
or expulse them from the islands with an explosion.
I really enjoy how each scenario is completely different from the others, and I'm glad to discover new ways to use the gameplay
even towards the end of the game.

On the bad side, there is no save option mid game, so you will have to play several hours straight to complete each scenario (the
game saves at the end of each scenario, and let you replay any previously completed scenario).
The overall pacing of the game is slow, but if you liked playing a Starcraft or Age of Empire map all by yourself, you will enjoy
it.

Conclusion
Despite several crucial problems, I consider that this game is a true hidden gem so I recommend it.. The graphics are very good
and the tutorial is nice a touch. A lot of VR games could benefit from a tutorial instead of just "figuring it out". First off, there
is nothing wrong with the game such as game play, graphics, locking up, etc. It's just that it is BORING.

I have played RTS games in the past like Starcraft, Star Wars Battlegrounds and Command and Conquer and I thought this was
going to be that type of game. There is absolutely no immersion of any kind in this game. You just point and click. That is not
why I purchased a VR system. I like VR games due to the immersion factor of the game.

If you like to just sit and point then this game is definitely for you! Again, there is nothing wrong with the game play it's just not
an interactive game.

One of the first things I look at on games that I am interested in are the interviews so hopefully this gives some people a better
idea of what to expect in this game. Had I known that is all you did I would not have purchased it in the first place.. This game is
really great for tons of people, mainly gays and women, but not me!. This is such a nice and cozy solitaire game that has beatiful
art and simple card game mechanics. I enjoy how stressfree it is. Except for, of course, late game, when you start running out of
luck and all the cards are enemies and JUST ONE MORE GAME, COME ON LET'S GO, I WILL END YOU. Defintely
recommend for when you wanna play something chill that is also well made.. I hadn't ever played X-Wing Alliance, I've always
stuck too X-Wing and TIE-Fighter, I'm overwelmed by the level of detail in both the Story and the variety of missions, ripped
right from Star Wars Lore like with X-Wing and TIE-Fighter, the only gripe I have with it is the chose to be Imperial, Freelance
Or Rebel (I hope in the future there would be a revival of the Series so I can do exactly that) the game does requre a joystick but
i'm playing it with a cheep joystick and still having a blast with it.
If you don't have it on ether Steam or GOG get it any way you can, it still works on Modern Systems
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I wish i can use deadly spell "Avada Kedavra" on this game.... Very solid game. Not an easy game, but unlike it's predecessors
you have unlimited continues so you can fully experience the game.

That said there are a select few sections that will make you want to tear your hair out.. This game clearly has potential to be
great, but has been very disappointing.

Today is my third day playing. I started up my loaded saves, and for some reason, no customers were going to the restaurant at
all. I restarted the game twice, and the same glitch occurred each time. The staff just stand there, moving in their spots, but
that's it. I thought I would wait for the clock to tick over to the next day but nothing happened past midnight in the game.
Somehow my restaurant has become an eatery in some ghost town and I therefore have zero customers!

Also, the review system makes little sense. I would get 2.5 or 3 stars, with a heading of how the customer wouldn't be back, but
review itself would say something like "Best pasta I have had in my life!"

Twice in the game there were issues with the wait staff... one ended up outside the building (not sure how) and got stuck. I
decided to fire this waiter to get rid of them and re-hired, which seemed to fix the glitch. Another got 'stuck' in the corner of the
restaurant and I did the same, but the problem recurred later on. When you struggle with customers complaining about how long
it takes to get their bill etc, having a glitchy waiter just puts you at a disadvantage in the game.

As I said previously, the game has great potential. Unfortunately, for a game that sets out to have this much detail, there are too
many glitches and bugs that prevent it from working at its optimum. What enjoyment I have had have been short-lived, and I
can't be bothered restarting a game just to get away from a glitch.. Cringy Voice Acting. Is all i can think of thats bad about this
game. its a fluid well thought out platforming rpg adventure. with a ending thats rather satisfying, the combat system is fluid and
works well, the boss fights are really quite good. The sound track is great. The comic book style cutscences are great, really nice
touch. The game is one that does faf, You dont have enemys waiting for you to attack that guy. "Oh your killing him ill wait".
NOPE! they will pile on you and on nightmare its excelent fun! A solid well rounded platforming action adventure rpg. If you
plaied this as a kid like i did then its well worth revisting :).

And im sorry but if you cant run this game properly theres something wrong with your computer ... or your running a single core
laptop.. awesome fun
. I Love the music, the gameplay is Fun too.... worth every penny
+Rec. In short, the "overall" best MX game I've ever played! I raced MX bikes for years and I know what the real thing feels
like. Is it perfect? Hell no. Is it the most fun to play of any MX game? In my opinion, yes!!! Buy it.

----- The Good -----
- Physics: though in air physics aren't perfect, the bike feels closest to the real thing of all MX games I've played (yes I've played
MX Sim, just not near as fun and as polished as MESX2)
- Cornering; loss of traction and throttle control are critical or you may spin out
- Graphics: best most realistic graphics racing experience ever!
- Presentation: real announcers, fireworks, track deformation, and dynamic weather (in career mode)
-- you could race a heat in the rain; then in the main Event have clear skies.. Nice!
- Track Editor: the most feature-rich track editor of any MX game; racing your track online is another story
- Factory bikes!!! No made up bike names; you ride the real thing and all bikes have slight differences but are balanced

----- The Bad -----
 In-air Physics: you can move the bike left and right \/ you can pull out of an endo too easily; this makes the game a little easier
and some would argue more fun since you will crash less
- Scrubs\/Whips: The whips are semi-free; not as good as other MX games, but they do lower the bike off jumps like real
scrubs; this game is more focused on racing rather than Freestyle (tricks are only enabled on finish line last lap)
- Online Custom Tracks: you can not view "Favorite" tracks online; only Most Downloaded or Most Liked; this make playing a
newly created track impossible; if this change is made the game replay value will sky rocket!!!
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